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Profitable Candlestick Entry And
Exit Strategies
Looking To Increase Your Win Rate In The Stock Market
By Using Dead-Simple Charting Techniques? Then
Read On... Do you want to learn simple yet effective
methods to making money in the stock market? Do you
want easy to understand instructions, with pictures, that
will help plan the perfect entry and exit points? Are you
ready to take advice from a trader with 20 years of
experience? Then the Stock Market Candlestick
Handbook is for you because it was written by trader that
once struggled to understand candlestick chart patterns
too. Imagine being able to grow your bank account using
only 3 hours of trading a day... Imagine being able to
look at a chart and pick your entries and exits like a pro...
Imagine being good enough to make trading your stay-at-
home job, or just an easy side hustle... Why This Book Is
Different The Stock Market Candlestick Handbook is
different because its easy to understand and full of
pictures. You'll Soon Discover ? How to easily read
candlestick chart patterns using my own personal
instructions and pictures. ? How to find sniper positions
to enter and exit trades with returns of 50% or more. ?
More than 30 pro-trading tips that big banks don't want
us little guys to know about. ? My favorite free tool you
can use to analyze any chart in the stock market. ? The
easiest and most effective way to identify profitable trend
lines, and when to execute on them. ? The three types of
money-making indicators that helped me make over
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$100,000 within the last six months. ? BONUS! A list of
frequently asked questions that every new or struggling
trader should know the answer to. Are you ready to
increase your win rate by 80% or more without feeling
frustrated or overwhelmed? Then scroll up and add the
Stock Market Candlestick Handbook to your cart now!
Do you want to minimize your losses and maximize your
gains with swing trading? If so, then keep reading. Do
you want to capture gains in the stock market without
breaking your back? Do you want to discover proven
ways to identify golden trading opportunities? Do you
want to know how to predict price movements like a
professional trader? One of the most important things to
note when it comes to swing trading is to pay attention to
the overall trend and then capture the gains within that
trend. Does that mean you need to stare at your monitor
all day long to follow the price movements? Not if you
know how to play the game in a smart way. Most
successful swing traders use just a small set of tools to
leverage trends and constantly improve their trades
without spending hours and hours in front of the screen.
In contrast to day trading, you don't have to be a full-time
trader to make juicy profits. Swing trading is the ideal
trading style if you work during market hours but still
want to profit from your positions within a few days or
weeks. Swing Trading: Expert Advice For Novice
Traders will provide you with the fundamentals of swing
trading and how you can build your own strategy to make
profitable trades. Even complex topics will be explained
in easy-to-understand way and are accompanied with
step-by-step instructions that you can follow right off the
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bat. In this book you will discover: The fundamentals of
swing trading and its advantages compared to day
trading and buy-and-hold investing The 7 steps to
perform winning trades and why your exit strategy is
decisive to maximize your profits A deep understanding
of what "trends" really reveal and how to harness this
knowledge to predict market movements How to forecast
price directions using technical analysis The one proven
technique experienced traders use to anticipate the
collective psychology of the market A crash course on
how to read candlestick patterns and other useful
chartering methods The ins and outs of the 7 technical
indicators every trader should know to gain more insights
into trend signals How to assess a company's intrinsic
value like the Oracle of Omaha using fundamental
analysis The only metric of fundamental analysis that is
truly associated with Graham's value investing
philosophy Why looking at the earning-per-share alone
will lead to disastrous trading decisions and which
fundamental analysis tools to use instead Proven risk
management techniques to maintain a profitable trading-
portfolio How to apply winning entry and exit strategies
as a part-time or full-time trader The x%-rule to prevent
your portfolio from shrinking The "Anti"-exit strategy that
you need to avoid at all costs if you don't want to lose
money How to incorporate extreme market-events in
your trading strategy The #1-mindset every successful
trader has off the pat Guiding principles and the
psychology of a successful swing trader A professional
and structured trading process that takes your trading-
performance to the next level Recommended trading
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resources to start right of the bat with swing trading And
much, much more. Even if you're an absolute beginner
or have failed with trading before, this book will give you
the knowhow to keep going and become a profitable
trader. So if you want to learn how to minimize your
losses and maximize your gains with swing trading then
click "add to cart"!
Unlock the secrets of an ancient charting tool The most
ancient form of charting, the Japanese candlestick
method has become an extremely popular analytical tool
among the new generation of traders. However, because
of the aura of mysticism surrounding candlesticks and
the arcane terminology typically used to describe them,
many traders in the West never really learn how to use
them properly and exploit their full potential. Profitable
Candlestick Trading demystifies candlesticks for today's
traders. With the help of numerous real-world examples,
Bigalow clearly explains how candlesticks work, how to
read them, and how to maximize profits with them.
Bigalow shares some of his original candlestick-based
trading programs, the same programs which have
yielded impressive results for his clients at leading
financial firms in the United States and abroad.
A simple guide for using Japanese candlesticks
correctly, and profitably Candlesticks have gotten a lot of
attention lately, but few traders truly know how to use
them wisely and profitably. Without the proper context,
candlestick charting won't work. In this book, technical
analysis expert Felipe Tudela shares candlestick creator
Sokyu Honma's Great Market Cycle theory. With the
Great Market Cycle, candlesticks reveal their powerful
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and simple logic and give traders the insight and context
they need to use them successfully. Using these
insights, readers will be able to trade each market phase
in accordance with his or her own personal strategy.
Felipe Tudela (Paris, France) is a researcher and
specialist in technical analysis, as well as President of
the Center of Financial Research in Paris.
Do you want to cut through confusing trading signals and
charts to maximize your profits without breaking your
back? If so, then keep reading. Swing trading is a
popular method to profit from short-term price
movements to realize returns within days or a few
weeks. In contrast to day trading, you don't have to be a
full-time trader to make juicy profits thus making it the
ideal trading-style for people who have to work during
trading hours. It's rather easy to make a profit here and
there trading stocks. But without a smart set of tools and
strategies these gains will quickly melt away by
brokerage fees and losses like ice cream in the sun.
Most people might think successful trading requires
staring at the monitor and reading financial reports all
day long. But the reality is that most successful swing
traders use just a small set of tools and strategies to
leverage trends and constantly improve their trades
without wasting hours and hours in front of the screen.
Swing Trading Secrets explains how you maximize your
profits in volatile and "noisy" markets using straight-
forward technical analysis tools, charting, technical
indicators, and market sentiments. This book is a
practical guide to making profitable short-term trades
using dozens of illustrations to explain swing trading
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concepts and strategies. What you'll discover in this
book: The essence of swing trading and why swing
trading is the perfect trading style for non-professional
traders to sustainably grow their accounts How to read
different chart patterns to determine the best moment to
get in and out of trades How to avoid buying overpriced
stocks despite most analysts recommend to buy them
Assessing stock-volatility to predict when to exactly exit a
position with this one simple technique 4 guiding
principles every professional swing trader knows to make
consistent profits using chart patterns The secret
correlation between time and price which is crucial to
identify trading opportunities in any market (forex, stocks,
futures, etc.), on any timeframe (intraday, swing,
position), and in any market condition (bullish, bearish, or
range-bound markets) The simple x%-rule to protect
your portfolio from severe losses that most financial
advisors would charge for sharing with you A crash
course to understand the ins and outs of candlestick
charts Why it's time to drop everything and run as fast as
you can when you see two bullish candlesticks followed
by a bearish candlestick A carefully selected set of
mission-critical technical indicators Why it's time to stay
cool when you see a bullish candlestick followed by three
successive bearish candles How to determine your entry
and exit strategy by quantifying the market sentiment
The 6 essential axioms of Wall Street every trader must
know to understand high-level market trends and
leverage the primary market trend 9 supplementary
indicators to determine overbought or oversold
conditions The key to identify support and resistance
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levels that mark the beginning and the end of a major
trend A remarkable set of 3 indicators that you can use in
the midst of trading to determine if your stocks are
trending or entering a period of range Dozens of
illustrations to better understand the concepts and
strategies described in this book And much, much more.
Time and data have proven that the tools and strategies
described in this book are fundamental to sustainably
maximize profits while investing as little time and money
as possible. Even if you're a novice trader, you will be
able to quickly grasp the essence of swing trading and
lay the ground to grow your portfolio. So if you want to
maximize your profits without breaking your back then
click "add to cart" now!
The updated edition to one of the most popular books on
technical analysis Japanese candlestick charting and
analysis is one of the most profitable yet underutilized
ways to trade the market. Signals created by this unique
method of technical analysis-represented in the form of
graphic "candlestick" formations-identify the immediate
direction and effects of investor sentiment through price
movements, allowing traders to profit by spotting trend
reversals before other investors. This updated version of
Profitable Candlestick Trading: Pinpointing Market
Opportunities to Maximize Profits makes learning the
method fast and easy by introducing specific patterns, as
well as the psychology behind them. The book Details
the most valuable aspect of technical analysis-reversal
patterns-as well as reversal signals, including the Doji,
the Hammer, the Hanging Man, Engulfing Patterns, and
Dark Cloud Cover Explains continuation patterns and
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explores how they can help with the decision-making
process during various trading periods Reveals how to
find trading situations that have the maximum potential
for profitability, the highest probability of success, and
the least amount of risk Learn how to quickly search,
view, and profit with candlestick formations with
Profitable Candlestick Trading.
Axay Wave-Time Trading Strategy. Single Most
Profitable Trading Strategy till Date Most Simple yet
most profitable Trading Strategy for the Day trader,
Swing Trader and Long term Traders To say something
about my book will be just marketing. Try it, known by
yourself most profitable trading strategy till date. Whether
you are day trader, or long term trader, this strategy will
work for you. Very easy to understand and apply in real
time market.
Want to gain a trading edge with candlestick charts?
Find them a little confusing? No worries! Candlestick
Charting For Dummies sheds light on this time-tested
method for finding the perfect moment to buy or sell. It
demystifies technical and chart analysis and gives you
the tools you need to identify trading patterns — and
pounce! This friendly, practical, guide explains
candlestick charting and technical analysis in plain
English. In no time, you’ll be working with common
candlestick patterns, analyzing trading patterns,
predicting market behavior, and making your smartest
trades ever. You’ll discover the advantages candlestick
has over other charting methods and learn the secrets of
combining it with other technical indicators. You’ll also
get familiar with different ways to display and interpret
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price action, including trend lines, support levels,
resistance levels, moving averages, and complex
indicators. Discover how to: Construct candlestick charts
Identify and interpret basic patterns Trade in bull and
bear markets Work with complex patterns and indicators
Avoid False signals Understand the components of
market activity Deal with bullish or bearish single-stick,
two stick, and multistick patterns Identify and interpret
complex patterns Use indicators to determine the market
Outperform the market in any conditions Don’t know
whether to grab the bull by the horns or just grin and
bear it? Read Candlestick Charting For Dummies and
get it right the first time.
Learn To Trade Stocks With Carl Robertts' Stock
Trading Book Bundle Do you want to learn how the
world of stock trading really works and trade stocks
effectively? If so, then this stock trading book bundle
is for you. Now you can get three of Carl Robertts'
best-selling stock trading books and save big. Here
are the books included in this information-packed
bundle: Book #1 - STOCK TRADING - Learn Stock
Trading From Those Who Are Already Successful.
Successful stock traders are successful for a reason.
They follow a tested and proven set of rules which
help them trade effectively. This stock trading book
contains many time-tested stock trading
tips/rules/guidelines gathered from numerous
successful traders from all over the world. Book #2 -
STOCK TRADING FOR BEGINNERS – This book is
specifically designed for those who have never
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traded stocks before or those who have not traded
stock effectively and would like to trade successfully.
Inside you will find useful information whether your
goal is trading as a hobby or part-time for some extra
income or if you decide to live the successful trading
lifestyle and trade for a living. Book #3 - STOCK
TRADING SYSTEMS - Take Advantage Of The
Virtually Limitless Profit Potential Of Trading With
Stock Trading Systems. Stock Trading Systems -
Learn the basics of trading systems as we explore a
variety of illustrated examples. Successful traders
use their analysis techniques to develop effective,
profitable stock trading systems. This basic
introduction has a number of easy-to-follow
examples as well as stock charts showing both the
entry and exit points of example trades. You'll also
learn the basic components that every trading
system must have as well as see examples of both
indicator-based and price action trading systems.
Buy all three stock trading books today and save big!
A thorough trading guide from a professional trader
The Complete Guide to Technical Trading Tactics
can help the newindividual investor understand the
mechanics of the markets. Filledwith in-depth
insights and practical advice, this book details whatit
takes to trade and shows readers how they can
broaden theirhorizons by investing in the futures and
options markets. TheComplete Guide to Technical
Trading Tactics outlines a variety ofproven
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methodologies-pivot points, candlesticks, and other
topindicators-so readers may use those that work
best for them as wellas make their own trading
decisions without a second thought.Author John
Person also shares his insights on a variety of
tradingtechnologies that will allow readers to gain a
competitive edge inthe market. John L. Person
(Palm Beach, FL) publishes The Bottom-Line
Financialand Futures Newsletter, a weekly
commodity publication thatincorporates fundamental
new developments as well as technicalanalysis
using his trading system.
?Perfect for disciplined investors, traders and
brokers, whether beginners, hobbyists or
intermediate. ?? This guided journal will help you to
tap into your Black Girl Magic and the power of the
trading markets. The log book is super easy to use
and designed to record all key metrics of your trades
in Stocks, Futures, Forex, Options and
Cryptocurrency. Create your own individual trading
strategy and record all of your trades to make you a
more efficient trader. With 160 pages to providea
complete history of your trading activity for detailed
trend and performance analysis. Includes sections
for: Trading Goals Trading Plan and Strategy
Trading Log Trading Journal Trading Charts ? Use
the log to record: Order dates Ticker - eg, BTC or
GBP/USD Position size Trade direction Entry & exit
time Entry price & exit price Profit or loss Win/Loss
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% Guided tracking of over 350 individual trades ?
Use the chart pages to: Plot support and resistance
areas Sketch out helpful candlestick patterns Chart
your own strategies Plan future trades and entry
points ? Use the journal pages to: Analyse your trade
performance Reflect on your mindset Capture
lessons learned during the day Ensure you are using
your defined trading strategies The notebook is
conveniently sized at a Large 8.5x11 inches
workbook size, and the beautiful, soft, Matte cover
makes it easy to use throughout the day for traders
of all ages. Perfect for YOU or as a GIFT for the
Dope Black Girls in your life. ?? Share with your
friends, family & colleagues. Then smash your goals
together! ??
Pattern Cycles are not easy or automatic; they
require concentration, discipline, and skilled
execution. But the payoff of these classic strategies
is virtually unlimited. This book explains how traders
can use technical analysis, charting, and market
sentiment to make trades that hold through price
fluctuations and noise with wider stops.
Why Reinvent The Wheel If You Don't Have To?
Learn Stock Trading From Those Who Are Already
Successful! Successful stock traders are successful
for a reason. They follow a tested and proven set of
rules which help them trade effectively. This stock
trading book contains many time-tested stock trading
tips/rules/guidelines gathered from numerous
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successful traders from all over the world. One of the
most effective ways to become successful in any
endeavor is to “model” yourself after those who are
already successful. The tips/rules/guidelines will not
only help to get you on the right path to successful
stock trading, but help to keep you on the right path.
These useful tips are arranged based on a variety of
stock trading topics for your quick and easy
reference. This book was designed as a collection of
trading tips as a brief introduction to stock trading for
beginners. If you are an experienced and successful
trader then you are already putting into practice the
information found inside this book. If you are new to
trading stock, however, there are
tips/rules/guidelines to help you in a number of
different areas. If you are interested in more in-depth
coverage of stock trading, please check out my other
more advanced books in my Stock Trading Systems
series. Create A Simple StockTrading Plan - As the
old saying goes, "if you fail to plan, then you plan to
fail". Included are some basic guidelines to help you
quickly and easily create a basic stock trading plan.
Stock Investing and Stock Day Trading - Whether
you are interested in longer-term investing or shorter-
term trading there are plenty of timely, useful trading
tips for you. Stock Trading Strategies - Learn the
basics of stock trading strategies and why they are
critical to your trading success. Stock Trading Basics
- This section of the stock trading guide contains a
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wide variety of solid trading tips and serves as an
excellent reference. Stock Trading Myths - Some of
the things you will hear about stock trading are just
plain nonsense. Learn about some common stock
market myths that may already be costing you
money. Money Management - Learn the power of
money management. Money management is the one
key ingredient that can multiply your profits without
multiplying your risk level. Stock Trading Discipline -
Learn the importance of trading discipline and why it
is absolutely essential for your success. Inside you
will also find tips/rules/guidelines ranging from tips
on getting started in stock trading to tips on such
important topics as stock trading strategies, day
trading stock, and much, much more. You Can Read
this book on your PC, Mac, Tablet, and even your
SmartPhone! Download this book and start to
improve your trading today!
This is the eBook version of the printed book. This
Element is an excerpt from Trading with
Candlesticks: Visual Tools for Improved Technical
Analysis and Timing (013138094X) by Michael C.
Thomsett. Available in print and digital formats. The
simple introduction to candlestick charting: what
candlesticks are, what they tell you (and don’t tell
you), and how to use them to invest more
successfully. Candlestick charting combines all the
needed features of daily stock movement: opening
and closing, breadth of the day’s trading, upward or
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downward price movement, and high/low prices
reached during the day. This is achieved through a
combination of shape and color. Candlesticks are
easy to understand and are actually quite simple in
what they reveal….
A detailed look at the technical pattern simply
referred to today as the Gartley Pattern Gartley
patterns are based on the work of H.M. Gartley, a
prominent technical analyst best known for a
particular retracement pattern that bears his name.
In recent years, Gartley patterns-which reflect the
underlying psychology of fear and greed in the
markets-have received renewed interest. This
definitive guide skillfully explains how to utilize the
proven methods of H.M. Gartley to capture
consistent profits in the financial markets. Page by
page, you'll become familiar with Gartley's original
work, how his patterns can be adapted to today's
fast moving markets, and what it takes to make them
work for you. Examines how to identify and profit
from the most powerful formation in the financial
markets Discusses the similarities, differences and
the superiority of the Gartley Pattern compared to
classical chart patterns including Elliott Wave Shows
how to apply filters to Gartley patterns to improve the
probability of your trading opportunities, as well as
specific rules where to enter and exit positions
Gartley's pattern is based on a unique market
position where most traders refuse to participate due
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to fear. This book reveals how you can overcome
this fear, and how to profit from the most consistent
and reliable pattern in the financial markets.
An in-depth examination of a powerful new trading
strategy "Fischer provides an intriguing and thorough
look at blending the Fibonacci series, candlesticks,
and 3-point chart patterns to trade securities. Backed
by explicit trading rules and numerous examples and
illustrations, this book is an invaluable tool for the
serious investor. Read it." –Thomas N. Bulkowski
author of Encyclopedia of Chart Patterns and
Trading Classic Chart Patterns In this
groundbreaking new book, Fibonacci expert Robert
Fischer and coauthor Dr. Jens Fischer successfully
merge Fibonacci applications with candlestick
charting to create an innovative trading strategy that
will help you enhance profits and reduce risk. Filled
with in-depth insights, helpful charts and graphs, and
practical real-world examples, Candlesticks,
Fibonacci, and Chart Pattern Trading Tools reveals
how correctly combining these different strategies
can give you a noticeable edge in challenging
market times–regardless of whether you are a short-
term or long-term trader–and improve your chances
of success under a variety of market conditions.
You’ll be introduced to the critical aspects of this
synergistic approach through in-depth analysis and
detailed explanations of: Core combinations of
Fibonacci trading tools with candlesticks and regular
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3-point chart patterns The magic figure "three" and
its relevance in pattern recognition Fibonacci-related
trading strategies, selected candlestick chart
patterns, and regular 3-point chart patterns
Applications of these trading strategies–double tops,
Fibonacci price extensions, PHI-channel applications
PHI-ellipses as trading tools And much more Along
with the computer technology of the WINPHI
charting program included on the companion
website, Candlesticks, Fibonacci, and Chart Pattern
Trading Tools will help you understand and
implement this profitable trading strategy to the best
of your ability.
?Perfect for disciplined investors, traders and brokers,
whether beginners, hobbyists or intermediate. ?? This guided
journal will help you to keep track of your trades and the
trends that affect your trading success. The log book is super
easy to use and designed to record all key metrics of your
trades in Stocks, Futures, Forex, Options and
Cryptocurrency. Create your own individual trading strategy
and record all of your trades to make you a more efficient
trader. With 160 pages to providea complete history of your
trading activity for detailed trend and performance analysis.
Includes sections for: Trading Goals Trading Plan and
Strategy Trading Log Trading Journal Trading Charts ? Use
the log to record: Order dates Ticker - eg, BTC or GBP/USD
Position size Trade direction Entry & exit time Entry price &
exit price Profit or loss Win/Loss % Guided tracking of over
350 individual trades ? Use the chart pages to: Plot support
and resistance areas Sketch out helpful candlestick patterns
Chart your own strategies Plan future trades and entry points
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? Use the journal pages to: Analyse your trade performance
Reflect on your mindset Capture lessons learned during the
day Ensure you are using your defined trading strategies The
notebook is conveniently sized at an easy to use 8x10 inches,
and the beautiful, soft, Glossy cover makes it easy to use
throughout the day for traders of all ages. Perfect for YOU or
as a GIFT for anyone who needs a Great Trading Log Book.
?? Share with your friends, family & colleagues. Then let's
smash our goals together! ??
Profitable Candlestick TradingPinpointing Market
Opportunities to Maximize ProfitsJohn Wiley & Sons
A practical, hands-on guide to building your mastery of
candlestick charting and analysis Candlestick charting has
become one of today’s most popular technical analysis tools
for both individual and professional investors. And it’s much
easier than you probably think. In fact, creating a candlestick
chart demands no more information than traditional charting
requires. With candle pattern analysis, the payoff is a deeper
look into the minds of investors and a clearer view of supply
and demand dynamics. In this companion volume to his
bestselling Candlestick Charting Explained, Gregory L. Morris
delivers hands-on knowledge you need to make candlestick
charting and analysis a key element of your portfolio-building
strategy. With this book you will be able to: Identify candle
patterns and quickly see what traders and investors are
thinking Use reversal patterns to enter or reverse your
positions Identify continuation patterns to establish additional
positions Utilize charting software to recognize patterns
automatically Packed with study questions, data tables,
diagnostic tools, terminology, sample charts, and market
analyses, Candlestick Charting Explained Workbook helps
you speed up the learning process and ramp up the profits.
?Perfect for disciplined investors, traders and brokers,
whether beginners, hobbyists or intermediate. Embrace your
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Black Boy Joy and the power of the markets to create the
future that you want?? This guided journal will help you to
keep track of your trades and the trends that affect your
trading success. The log book is super easy to use and
designed to record all key metrics of your trades in Stocks,
Futures, Forex, Options and Cryptocurrency. Create your own
individual trading strategy and record all of your trades to
make you a more efficient trader. With 160 pages to providea
complete history of your trading activity for detailed trend and
performance analysis. Includes sections for: Trading Goals
Trading Plan and Strategy Trading Log Trading Journal
Trading Charts ? Use the log to record: Order dates Ticker -
eg, BTC or GBP/USD Position size Trade direction Entry &
exit time Entry price & exit price Profit or loss Win/Loss %
Guided tracking of over 350 individual trades ? Use the chart
pages to: Plot support and resistance areas Sketch out
helpful candlestick patterns Chart your own strategies Plan
future trades and entry points ? Use the journal pages to:
Analyse your trade performance Reflect on your mindset
Capture lessons learned during the day Ensure you are using
your defined trading strategies The notebook is conveniently
sized at an easy to use 8x10 inches, and the beautiful, soft,
Glossy cover makes it easy to use throughout the day for
traders of all ages. Perfect for YOU or as a GIFT for anyone
who needs a Great Trading Log Book. ?? Share with your
friends, family & colleagues. Then let's smash our goals
together! ??
Playing for Keeps in Stocks and Futures offers traders three
winning strategies for trading stocks and futures under any
market condition and within any timeframe-from one minute to
one month. Tom Bierovic details his newly developed trading
strategies-First Prize, R2D2, and Triple Play-and shows you
how to integrate them with various technical indicators and
analytical techniques to create low-risk, high-reward trading
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opportunities. Bierovic clearly explains the development of
each system, lists the rules, and provides real-world
examples from a wide variety of stocks and futures in several
timeframes to illustrate how and why each strategy works so
well. With these lessons, you'll quickly learn how to use
Bierovic's original strategies to enter, manage, and exit your
trades profitably. This complete guide to stock and futures
trading opens with a brief introduction to price swings,
impulse waves, corrective waves, and critical points and
explains how the extreme and continuous variation in the
duration and magnitude of price swings makes it possible for
traders to speculate profitably. It also reveals the three
components of a complete trading strategy-setups, entries,
and exits-and how you should use them when trading with
First Prize, R2D2, or Triple Play. Before entering into an in-
depth discussion of these three winning trading strategies,
Playing for Keeps in Stocks and Futures explains the tools
used in them including: breakouts to new highs and lows,
directional movement index spread (DMI spread), exponential
moving averages (EMAs), Fibonacci retracement zones,
Japanese candlestick charts, moving average convergence-
divergence (MACD), parabolic stops, trendlines, true range
and average true range (ATR). In explaining his three new
trading strategies-First Prize, R2D2, and Triple Play-Bierovic
breaks down each strategy into its setup, entry, and exit
components and illustrates how to implement each strategy
through charts, graphs, and vivid examples from both the
stock and futures markets. Most importantly, you'll learn the
unique qualities of each strategy and understand how the
three strategies taken together can profit in any market
conditions.(First Prize trades first pullbacks; R2D2 trades
subsequent pullbacks; Triple Play trades trend
reversals.)Take advantage of the tremendous opportunities
offered to you by trading with First Prize, R2D2, and Triple
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Play. With these three strategies in your trading arsenal, you
too will soon be playing for keeps in stocks and futures. Tom
Bierovic, President of the Synergy Trading Group, has been
trading stocks and futures successfully since 1971. Tom is
also a popular and respected speaker: he has presented
highly rated seminars on technical analysis and trading at
major conferences throughout the United States and in more
than 40 countries on six continents. Futures magazine,
Futures World News, and Technical Analysis of Stock &
Commodities magazine have all published in-depth interviews
with Tom, and he is featured in the book Real People, Real
Traders by Ruggiero and Toghraie. For information on
products and services offered by the Synergy Trading Group,
you can contact Tom by e-mail at tbierovic@aol.com.
Robust analysis shows a more complete picture of market
behavior Getting Started in Stock Analysis is an exciting
visual guide to both technical and fundamental analysis for
the private investor. Rather than addressing the benefits of
fundamental or technical analysis, author and trader Michael
C. Thomsett draws upon three decades' experience in the
stock market to demonstrate why traders need to employ
both. Readers will learn how both methods are different
aspects of the same cause and effect within the market, and
how exploiting one method at the expense of the other results
in an incomplete picture of the true market behavior.
Coverage includes a full explanation of the range of indicators
necessary to create a working system of analysis that anyone
can perform on their own, helping long- and short-term
investors alike improve selection and confirm investment
decisions. Charts of actual listed companies demonstrate how
these techniques are applied in a real trading environment.
Investors and traders are constantly seeking the "magic
bullet" for identifying profitable trades and timing both entry
and exit. Since the 1940s, the average holding period has
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fallen from eight years to eight weeks – making fundamental
and technical analysis more challenging. This book describes
how combining these approaches can compensate for the
modern market environment to produce a more accurate –
and profitable – analysis. Choose better stocks and other
securities Improve entry and exit while managing risk Develop
more robust analysis skills Blend fundamental and technical
analysis techniques The reduced cost of trading, ease of
access via the Internet, and changes in the overall culture of
the stock market have increased the pace and volume of
trading more than ever before. In this environment, sharp
analysis becomes ever more critical. Getting Started in Stock
Analysis is the visual guide to more confident investing.
"This book will let you see the little-known but effective
trading tactics and methods of today's top market
makers."--Technical Analysis of Stocks and Commodities
Active traders must get inside the head of the all-important
market maker--"The Ax"--before they can begin to truly
compete. The Market Maker's Edge, written by longtime ax
Josh Lukeman, is the first inside look at how axes think, what
they look for, and, most important, how they can be beat.
All You’ll Ever Need to Trade from Home When most people
hear the term “day trader,” they imagine the stock market
floor packed with people yelling ‘Buy’ and ‘Sell’ - or
someone who went for broke and ended up just that. These
days, investing isn’t just for the brilliant or the desperate—it’s
a smart and necessary move to ensure financial wellbeing. To
the newcomer, day trading can be a confusing process:
where do you begin, and how can you approach trading in a
careful yet effective way? With Day Trading you’ll get the
basics, then: • Learn the Truth About Trading • Understand
The Psychology of Trading • Master Charting and Pattern-
recognition • Study Trading Options • Establish Trading
Strategies & Money Management Day Trading will let you
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make the most out of the free market from the comfort of your
own computer.
In the first edition of Japanese Candlestick Charting
Techniques, Steve Nison revealed, for the first time
to the Western world, the background and practical
applications of candlestick charts. Now, these
colourful exciting techniques are hot on the lips of
leading analysts, traders, and brokers worldwide.
Completely informative and global in its outlook, this
revised edition provides in-depth explanations of
how candlestick techniques can be used in all of
today's markets to help improve profits and decrease
market risk. This totally updated revision focuses on
the needs of today's traders and investors with: •
•All new charts, including more intraday markets
•New candle charting techniques and refinements to
earlier methods •More focus on active trading for
swaying, online, and day traders •Brand new
sections on Western techniques in combination with
candles •A greater spotlight on capital preservation
Whether you are new to technical analysis, or a
seasoned pro, the rewards reaped by adding the
candlestick techniques revealed in this book should
be immediate and long-lasting.
The workbook is organized to provide a critical
foundation for every trader at every level of
experience. The material is designed to offer an in-
depth understanding of technical analysis and
demonstrates how to implement technical indicators
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and indicator combinations. If you read the material
and do the exercises provided, you will be on your
way to success in trading!
Candlesticks are one of the most widely used
technical tools in trading. Designed to provide
detailed, at-a-glance information, these charts are
integrated into almost every web site and charting
software solution. But, despite their popularity, the
definitions of these candlestick patterns are often
vague and misleading. Now, for the first time ever,
Steve Palmquist hands you the secrets for effectively
using candlestick patterns in all market conditions.
Data that would take years to compile and years to
interpret is now at your fingertips. Based on intensive
back testing and research, Money-Making
Candlestick Patterns shows how to appropriately use
the most popular candlestick patterns in bull, bear,
and sideways trends. Built from PROVEN FACTS,
not theory, you'll learn: Clear definitions of each
selected pattern to remove guesswork and improve
performance Exactly what you need to know about
back testing to increase your wins and minimize your
losses The impact of various market conditions on
the most powerful patterns to remove surprises and
increase profits Keys to eliminating common testing
mistakes that can prevent you from making money
The candlestick pattern that has shown triple ROI in
back testing This book rigorously tests the
assumptions inherent in standard candlestick pattern
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definitions. Each chapter breaks down the pattern to
examine how parameters such as current volume,
average volume, and price level will impact results.
The definitions that most often produce profitable
trades are identified and outlined with complete
usage instructions for increasing your winning trade
percentage. In this book, technician Steve Palmquist
hands you his years of research. The information on
back testing and the insight into your favorite
patterns will give you a seasoned advantage in a
fraction of the time. Thorough and efficiently
organized, this book will allow you to use candlestick
patterns to exploit every move the market makes.
Technical analysis for today's market, with smarter
setups for less risk Candlestick and Pivot Point
Trading Triggers +Website makes Pivot Point
analysis relevant for today's market, with up-to-date
data and new techniques that reflect the current
trading environment. Tried-and-true tactics are
modernized with new tools and approaches, and
novel methodologies are introduced to help you
make smarter trades while minimizing risk.
Directional options strategies draw on analysis from
Thinkorswim, TradeStation and Genesis Software,
and are integrated with PPS Indicator and Persons
Pivots. Quarterly pivots are introduced for long-term
trading opportunities and option strategists, and
leveraged and inverse-leveraged ETFs are brought
into the detailed discussion on trading vehicles. The
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author's own proprietary setups have been updated
to align with the new trading realities, and the new
chapter on volume analysis covers the techniques
used in his book Mastering the Stock Market.
Combined with the tools and resources featured on
the companion website, this book gives you the tools
and techniques you need to boost your portfolio's
performance. Technical analysis offers more profit
opportunities than ever before, but the tools of the
trade have changed. This book brings you up to date
with the latest, so you can start getting even more
out of your trades. Utilize leveraged and inverse-
leveraged ETFs Integrate directional options
strategies Apply new techniques for volume analysis
Implement quarterly pivots for longer-term
opportunities The 2006 publications of this book's
first edition brought pivot point and candlestick
charting into the limelight. The market has
undergone massive changes in the past ten years,
and many of the most effective techniques have
been adjusted and integrated with new tools to
become even more effective in today's market. This
new second edition of Candlestick and Pivot Point
Trading Triggers +Website brings clarity to the
current market, and strength to your investment
strategy.
In his first book, A Complete Guide to Technical
Trading Tactics, John Person introduced traders to
the concept of integrating candlestick charting with
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pivot point analysis. Now, in Candlestick and Pivot
Point Trading Triggers, he goes a step further and
shows you how to devise your own setups and
triggers—in the stock, forex, and futures
markets—based on a moving average approach.
Note: Website and other supplementary materials
are not included as part of eBook file.
Forex guide for beginners. How to interprete candle
sticks
A practical, must-read guide to candlestick
chartingtechniques Japanese candlestick charting is
a highly effective method fortiming the market for
short-term profits. Unlike most
westerntechniques—moving average, relative
strength index, MACD,stochastic, Bollinger bands, or
Elliot waves—candlestickcharting signals are based
on very close analysis of product price,producing
accurate buy or sell signals between two and ten
periodsearlier than other techniques. In The Power
of JapaneseCandlestick Charts, noted author and
futures trading expertFred Tam offers a full and
sophisticated range of chartingtechniques using
candlestick methodology. Written by Fred K. H. Tam,
a noted pioneer in exploring theJapanese
candlestick methodology Ideal for anyone who wants
to invest or trade in both thefutures and stock
markets Includes hundreds of illustrated charts The
Power of Japanese Candlestick Charts is
acomprehensive and valuable guide to candlestick
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charting that isperfect for analysts, stock or day
traders, and short-term positiontraders.
How to Make Money Trading Ichikomu Cloud Charts
Ichimoku Kinko Hyu, commonly referred to as
Ichimoku indicator, is one of today’s most powerful
trading systems. A Japanese innovation, like the
candlesticks, it can be used with equal success to
trade stocks, commodities, futures, currencies and
bonds — in fact, to anything that can be charted!
Ichimoku also works very well on all time frames,
from the weekly all the way down to the one-minute
chart. Loosely translated, Ichimoku chart means a
‘one glance equilibrium’ chart. Due to the unique
construction of the Ichimoku cloud, which is the heart
of this system, a trader can visually determine in an
instant whether a chart is bullish or bearish! Not just
that: ? Ichimoku clearly defines support and
resistance, identifies trend direction, gauges
momentum, and provides trading signals ? It is the
only system with a built-in forward looking indicator ?
Looking at Ichimoku charts on multiple time frames
can offer a tell-all x-ray into the dynamics of any
market ? It shows how to correctly time their entry
and exit trades ? Most charting platforms today offer
Ichimoku as an indicator. Packed with in-depth
analysis of high-probability trading strategies and
numerous real-market examples of stocks,
derivatives, commodities and currency trades, this
book reveals how you can make money using the
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powerful Ichimoku system, the candlestick cloud
charts.
Noted technical analyst John Person outlines a
comprehensive method to pinpointing today's best
trading opportunities The economy and stock market are
heavily influenced by seasonal factors. For example, a
strong holiday buying season tends to be bullish for retail
stocks or rising energy costs hurt airline profitability.
Awareness of seasonal trends in both the economy and
stock market can put you in a better position to profit
from sectors and stocks that are likely to outperform the
overall market. And technical tools can then be used to
confirm emerging trends and time entries into these
stocks and sectors. Mastering the Stock Market provides
authoritative insights into a method for trading stocks
based on seasonal trends, sector analysis, and market
timing. Taking a top-down approach, the book explains
how seasonal supply/demand forces impact commodities
and different sectors of the stock market. After learning
how to identify stock market sectors and commodity
ETFs that are ripe for a big move, you'll quickly discover
how to use technical analysis to gauge the strength of
the sector or commodity and then identify the strongest
stocks and ETFs to trade. Along the way, you'll also
learn how to use the author's own indicators, Persons
Pivots, to identify support/resistance areas and pinpoint
optimal entry and exit points. Outlines a proven technical
approach for trading stocks based on seasonal trends,
sector analysis, and market timing Breaks new ground in
comparative relative strength, trading volume, breadth
indicators, and utilizing pivot analysis in conjunction with
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options expiration days to identify trading opportunities
Written by noted technical analyst John L. Person To
successfully trade today's markets you need to use a
proven approach and have the discipline to effectively
implement it. Mastering the Stock Market has what you
need to achieve these goals and capture consistent
profits along the way.
This journal will help you to keep track of your trades and
the trends that affect your trading success. Create your
own individual trading strategy and record all of your
trades to make you a more efficient trader. More than
120 pages to record your daily investment activity.
Perfect as a gift for traders, investors and brokers alike;
whether beginners, hobbyists or intermediate. Use the
log to record: Order date Ticker - eg, BTC or GBP/USD
Position size Trade direction Entry & exit time Entry price
& exit price Profit or loss Win/Loss % Over 600 individual
trades Use the chart pages to: Plot support and
resistance areas: Chart your own strategies Plan future
trades and entry points Sketch out helpful candlestick
patterns Use the journal pages to: Analyse your trade
performance Capture lessons learned during the day
Ensure you are using your defined trading strategies
Reflect on your mindset The notebook is conveniently
sized at an easy to use 6x9 inches, and the beautiful,
soft, matte cover makes it compact and easy to use
throughout the day for ladies of all ages. Perfect for YOU
or as a GIFT for anyone who needs a Great Trading Log
Book. Grab Yours Today!
I will show you how to be a successful forex trader,
preserve your capital, generate consistent and profitable
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returns from forex trading and finally trade for a living •
Do you want to learn how to trade Forex for a living? •
Do you want to become a consistent and profitable forex
trader? • Are you struggling to make money from forex?
• Do you want to make passive income online with
Forex? • Do you want to know the concept of investing
for a beginner in forex? If you answer yes to all the
above questions then Forex Trading For Beginners: A
beginner's guide to proven Forex trading strategies,
money & risk management, discipline and secrets to
making passive income online is the book for you Forex
Trading For Beginners shows you step-by-step, how to
make money trading the Forex markets like the PROS,
the best profitable candlestick and chart pattern
strategies to trade, how to trade it and the best money
and risk management to manage your capital while
avoiding the mistakes that beginning and struggling
traders make. For beginner traders, this book gives you
an understanding of where to start, how to execute your
trade, where to place stop loss and take profit and how
to develop your trading plan strategy. Simply reading this
book, however, will not make you a profitable trader.
Profit in trading does not come with reading a book or
two or browsing online. It comes with practice, the right
tools and techniques and appropriate ongoing education
which gives you an edge to beat the market any time you
trade. I invite you to learn the EXACT trading strategies
used by top dogs in forex trading to make money from
the forex market every year with the definitive guide to
forex trading! Here's a snippet of what you're going to
learn in Forex Trading for Beginners: • Forex trading
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basics • Support and Resistance Levels- How to identify
& plot them • Understanding the Trend - How to
determine & trade with the trend • The Four Best and
Profitbale candlestick pattern strategies • The four best
reliable and profitable chart pattern strategies • How to
manage your capital using the concet of risk, reward and
position sizing • How to draft a trading plan • How to
make passive Income from Forex without investing a
dime For each strategy, I explain in a step by step
manner: 1. How to trade them 2. What indicators to use
on the charts 3. When to enter the each trade 4. When to
exit 5. Where to place stop loss The book has lots of
examples and illustrations to break down the seemingly
complex stuff to easy to digest, dummy easy language
that will see you applying everything you will learn
without any trouble. Whether you just want to generate
some side income to shore up your main income, or you
want to become a full-time trader and make forex trading
your main source of income, the practical advice
contained in the pages of this book will help you reduce
unnecessary risks and guide you on the path to financial
independence. Click the "Buy Now" button to get started
today
"Michael Thomsett has made the rather obscure strategy
of technical trading based on candlesticks as easy and
accessible as possible, so average investors will be able
to put his advice to use right away and substantially
improve their trading returns."---Jordan Goodman,
author, Fast Profits in Hard Times "Michael Thomsett is
an expert technical analyst and trader who, more
importantly, can communicate often complex subjects in
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a way the reader can apply effectively and profitably. In
his latest work, Trading with Candlesticks, Thomsett
illuminates the powerful charting techniques which are
essential tools in any trader's toolbox. This book should
be on the shelf---or better yet, desk---of every investor
looking to profit from essential technical
indicators."---Scott Kyle, CEO, Coastwise Capital Group,
and author, The Power Curve Want to consistently
outperform other traders? Candlestick charts represent
one of the most valuable tools available to you. As savvy
traders around the world have discovered, candlesticks
can help you more effectively anticipate stock price
trends and improve the timing of every buy and sell order
you place. In Trading with Candlesticks, best-selling
author Michael C. Thomsett completely demystifies
candlesticks. Using plain English and easy-to-
understand visuals, Thomsett shows how they're
constructed, how to decode them, and how to apply
them in real trades. You'll start with the absolute basics,
and then discover how to recognize subtle moves and
patterns you never knew existed. Next, Thomsett reveals
how to combine candlesticks with other technical
indicators to sense market signals even more reliably.
Whether you're a day trader, swing trader, speculator, or
long-term investor, candlesticks offer you a powerful
edge---and this book makes them easier to use than
ever before. Traders who use charts to time their moves
rely on strong and clear signals. Unfortunately, price
levels and traditional technical indicators alone aren't
always reliable. There is a solution: candlestick signs,
moves, and patterns. When these visual signs of
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reversal or continuation are integrated with other signals,
they provide the strongest possible entry and exit timing
both the signal and the means for confirming it. In this
easy-to-use book, renowned trader Michael C. Thomsett
demystifies candlesticks and shows active traders
exactly how to use them. Trading with Candlesticks
explains how the leading candlesticks work, how they
appear, and how to interpret them to discover emerging
price moves and trend reversals, as well as
confirmations of existing trends. Thomsett presents
dozens of examples of candlestick signs, moves, and
patterns in action, explaining them not in isolation, but as
part of broader, developing price trends on real stock
charts. Thomsett also discusses failed signals and offers
guidelines for identifying the likely impending failure or
success of each pattern. While no approach is 100%
foolproof, Thomsett's system for recognizing and
confirming candlestick signals makes technical analysis
more accurate than it's ever been before.
While complex strategies and systems may work for
some traders, understanding price action is all you really
need to succeed in this arena. Price action analysis is an
effective approach to trading today's markets—whether
you're involved in stocks, futures, or options. It allows
you to focus on the process of trading without being
overwhelmed by a complicated collection of trading
techniques. And while this method may appear
elementary, it can significantly enhance returns as well
as minimize downside risk. One way to apply price action
analysis to your trading endeavors is with chart patterns.
Nobody understands this better than author Al Brooks, a
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technical analyst for Futures magazine and an
independent trader for more than twenty years. Brooks
discovered ten years ago that reading price charts
without indicators proved to be the most simple, reliable,
and profitable way for him to trade. Mastering that
discipline is what made him consistently successful in
trading. Now, with Reading Price Charts Bar by Bar,
Brooks shares his extensive experience on how to read
price action. At the end of the day, anyone can look at a
chart, whether it is a candle chart for E-mini S&P 500
futures trading or a bar chart for stock trading, and see
very clear entry and exit points. But doing this in real
time is much more difficult. Reading Price Charts Bar by
Bar will help you become proficient in the practice of
reading price action—through the use of trendlines and
trend channel lines, prior highs and lows, breakouts and
failed breakouts, and other tools—and show you how this
approach can improve the overall risk-reward ratio of
your trades. Written with the serious trader in mind, this
reliable resource addresses the essential elements of
this discipline, including the importance of understanding
every bar on a price chart, why particular patterns are
reliable setups for trades, and how to locate entry and
exit points as markets are trading in real time. Brooks
focuses on five-minute candle charts to illustrate basic
principles, but discusses daily and weekly charts as well.
Along the way, he also explores intraday swing trades on
several stocks and details option purchases based on
daily charts—revealing how using price action alone can
be the basis for this type of trading. There's no easy way
to trade, but if you learn to read price charts, find reliable
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patterns, and get a feel for the market and time frame
that suits your situation, you can make money. While
price action trading doesn't require sophisticated
software or an abundance of indicators, this
straightforward approach can still put you in a better
position to profit in almost any market. Reading Price
Charts Bar by Bar will show you how.
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